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Office for Intellectual Freedom
Director
Judith Krug Papers, 1987-2008

Box 1:

Censorship, 1991
Constitution and Bylaws, 1991
COPES, 1987-89
Endowment, 1989-90
Federal Bureau of Investigation–Book Theft, 1990
   Documents, 1990
   Library Awareness Program, 1988-90
International Relations, 1990-91
Jenner and Block Law Firm, 1989-90
   1990
Legal Counsel–Evaluation, 1988-89
Palmer School of Library and Information Science, 1990
Professional Ethics, 1991-92
Standing Committee on Review, Inquiry and Mediation (SCRIM), 1990-91
   1991-92
   Basic Documents, 1991
   Burg Case, 1991

Box 2:

   Nevada ACLU/Homeless, 1991
   Palmer Case, 1990-91
   Schremser Case, 1991
   Thompson Case, 1991

Transnational Financial Services–Contracts, 1987
Treasurer's Reports, 1988-90

Box 3:

Events, 1999-2005

Box 4:

Speeches:
   Speeches, Articles, Reports, 1971
East Coast Trip (Speech Drafts), 1970-74
Speech Material, 1970-78
J.K.’s Speech File, 1978

Case Files:
- Censorship and the First Amendment, 1979-81
- Case Files, 1987
- Intellectual Freedom, 1987
- We the People..., 1987

Personal, 1965-76, 1980-83 (2 folders)
Office for Intellectual Freedom General File, 1997-2007

ALA Salary Survey:
- Library Survey, 1976
- Salary Study, 1982

Boards and Associations:
- Freedom to Read Foundation Executive Committee, 1968-72, 1981-91 (2 folders)
- Leroy C. Merritt Humanitarian Fund, 1970-87
- Committee on Professional Ethics (COPES), 1978, 1979-80, 2000-07 (3 folders)
- IFC/Div IFC/ IFRT Joint Meeting, 1980-90
- IFC/AAP/ABFFE Joint Program, 1988
- UNUSON Corporation Board, 1982
- Executive Board of ALA, 1988
- Minutes and Reports, 2002-04
- Intellectual Freedom Round Table

Courses:
- MPS Goals (UCLA Graduate School of Library and Information Science Course), 2004
- Simmons Intellectual Freedom Course, 2005 (2 folders)

Conferences, Trips, and Meetings:
- Phi Beta Kappa Senate Meeting, Washington, DC, 2002
- User Empowerment, Washington, DC, 2003
- AAP/Media Coalition, New York, 2003
- CDT Board Meeting, Washington, DC, 2003
- Rudomino Library Council, c. 2004

Box 5:

Arksansas Literary Festival, Little Rock, AK, 2006
Arkansas Library Association, Rogers, AK, 2008
AAP/FTRC Media Coalition, New York City, 2008
Tennesee Library Association, Nashville, TN, 2009
American Library Association Midwinter and Annual Conferences, 1978-2009 (62 folders, reverse chronological order)
Box 6:

American Library Association Midwinter and Annual Conferences, 1965-77 (26 folders, reverse chronological order)
Freedom to Read Foundation Conference, 2007-09 (6 folders, reverse chronological order)

Staff Committee on Mediation, Arbitration, and Inquiry (SCMAI):

(Note: Files are restricted due to sensitive information. Personal names have been redacted except for first initials.)

Background, 1970-71
Program of Action for ALA, 1971-80
Cases

Library of Congress Inquiry, 1970-72
   Library of Congress, 1971
   LC Correspondence–Team, 1971-72
   Library of Congress: Confidential, 1972-75
   Follow-Up: Midwinter, 1975

J. M----- M-----(2 folders), 1972-74
   1974-79

Box 7:

F----- A. L-----/Kent (Ohio) Public Library, 1974
A----- S. H-----, Bennett, Library, Salem, IL, 1975
   1975-80
P-----/Y-----: Long Island Trees High School, Levittown, NY, 1976-77
S----- and B-----, Islip, NY, 1977
J----- F-----, St. Anthony, Idaho Public Library, 1979
M----- J----- Inquiry Team, 1979

Minutes, 1970-77, 1978-80
Review of Program of Action, 1977-78
Staff Committee on Mediation, 1990, 1991-92 (2 folders)
J----- B. P -----, 1990-92
J----- K-----, 1991
S----- B-----, 1987-88
L----- M. C-----, 1988
R. D----- K-----, 1989
M----- R-----, 1990
D----- B-----, 1991
D. M----- T-----, 1991
Box 8:

Reference Books and Articles

- Intellectual Freedom Office Founding Document, c. 1966
- Office for Intellectual Freedom Publications Lists, 1969
- Congressional Quarterly’s Guide to the U.S. Supreme Court (Congressional Quarterly, Inc, 1979)
Box 9:


Barbara Krawiec, “The Twentieth Century American Grass Roots Mind”, 1985

Nicholas J. Karolides and Leo Burress, eds., *Celebrating Censored Books!* (Racine, WI: Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English, 1985)


Pete Giacoma, *The Fee or Free Decision: Legal, Economic, Political, and Ethical Perspectives for Public Libraries* (New York: Neal-Schuman, [1987?])


*A Law and the Workplace* (American Bar Association Public Education Division, 1987)


*We the People: Community Forums on the Constitution* (American Bar Association, 1987)


ALA Video Catalog, 1996


ALA Human Resources Overview, 2001

Reference Files:

Intellectual Freedom Articles, 1967-74, 1977-78 (2 folders)

Patriot Act and Online Censorship, 2001-03

Bill HR3261, 2003

Censorship, Copyright, and Surveillance, 2003

Handbook of Internet Technology and Policy Experts, Congressional Internet Caucus Advisory Committee, 2003
Box 10:

Civil Action, 1972
Banned Books Week, 1088
“The Quill”, 1988
Notepad. 1994-97
Human Resources Memorandum, 1995
Freedom to Read Foundation, 1996-97
ILA Right to Know Institute (video, 1996); Memorable Moments (video, 2002)
Internet Censorship, 1997


Challenges for the Year 2000 in Emerging Intellectual Freedom Issues, 2000
Richard B. Cheney vs United States District Court, 2003
EPIC Advisor Board, 2003 (2 folders), 2003
Electronic Privacy Information Center Docket, 2003
Implications of the Broadcast Flag: A Public Interest Primer, 2003
Intellectual Freedom and ALA: Historical Overview, 2003
Communicating with International Visitors, 2004
Symposium: “Do Children Have the Same First Amendment Rights as Adults”?, 2004
Safeguarding Privacy in the Fight of Terrorism, 2004
Correspondence, 2004
Schedule of Insurance for ALA, 2004
IFLA Position on Internet Governance, 2005
Correspondence, 2005
Science under Siege, 2005
Remarks at Chancellor’s Dinner, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2005
The Big Story, 2005
ALA and Oxford University Press Project, 2006
Freedom Museum, Chicago, 2006
Correspondence, 2006
Final Announcement: World Library Information Congress: Seoul, Korea, 2006
RFID Guidelines, 2006
Correspondence, 2007
ALA and Law Enforcement, 2007
Banned Books Read-Out!, 2008
Diversity in Collection Development: An Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights, 2008
FTRF 40th Anniversary, 2008
JFK Nice Comments, 2008
Privacy Revolution: Communication Campaign, 2008
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA) Policy, 2008

Box 11:

Publications:

ALA Midwinter Meeting - Los Angeles, CA, 1994
ALA 113th Annual Conference, 1994
114th Annual Conference - Chicago, IL, 1995
Annual Conference - New York, NY, 1996
Annual Conference - Chicago, IL, 2000
Annual Conference - San Francisco, CA, 2001
Annual Conference - Atlanta, GA, 2002
IFC Memorandum, 1980
The Nathan Cummings Foundation Grant, 1996
Internet Selection Policy, 1997-98
Internet Filtering, 1999
The First Amendment and Internet Filtering, 2000
ALA Professional Mailing and Distribution Services (PDMS), 2000
EPIC Advisory Board Meeting, 2000
EPIC Advisory Board Meeting, 2004
Bob Avakian, 2005
The Crumbling Academic Freedom Consensus and the Threat of U.S. Antiterrorism Policy, 2005
Daniel Solove’s Paper on First Amendment, 2006
Free Expression and Privacy, 2007
McCormick Foundation, 2007
Meeting with Senator Leahy, 2007
Federal Union of German Library and Information Associations, 2007
Illinois First Amendment Center, 2008
Sarah Palin, 2008

This folder arrived with the first accession of Barbara M. Jones Papers, January 5, 2016.
Box 11 is 0.20 empty.